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Logline:
During a dog training the tension between love, control and powerlessness becomes visible in the
reflection between man and dog.
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Synopsis
People that have problems with their dog come to dog whisperer Ron for help. Their dogs often cause
many problems; they refuse to listen, show anxious behaviour, or are aggressive and bite. It seems
not the dogs, but the owners themselves that need further training. In observing long shots we see
how dog owners struggle with the complex relationship between man and animal. The love for our
dogs often runs deep, but so does our wish (and necessity) to make them obey us; which might only
be possible if we become more like a dog ourselves.

Director Josefien van Kooten (1984)
Filmography
2016 Documentary (25min):’Good People’ (co-director Anna Witte)
2014 Documentary (26 min): ‘Polish for Beginners’ (co-director Anna Witte)
2011 Documentary (27 min): ‘All the Pretty Little Horses’ (graduate film)
Biography
Josefien van Kooten started her study in the fine arts department of the St.
Joost Academy of Breda in The Netherlands. After two years she switched
to the film department and focused on the art of documentary making. Her
work shows the free approach of an artist, but also the will to tell a story that
is important to her, and the world. In her films Josefien always takes on a
very unique and personal view with a deep connection to social matters. Her
work shows a love for philosophy which, for her, is in the beauty of always
seeing the duality in the world that never fits a ready made answer.
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Directors Statement
Growing up, I always wanted a dog. To me, it felt like one of the greatest bonds to have. Three years
ago I finally got my first dog: A terribly sweet but stubborn husky, who immediately became an
important part of my life. As I started training with him, I saw myself standing on a field, giving
commands like a waste of breath, and boiling with frustration. I was torn between the love I felt for this
creature and my own impotence (and also unwillingness) to control him. Rather I wanted him to be
free, let him just be the animal he is, but I also wanted him near as my friend and companion. It felt like
two worlds colliding, the animal and the human world, but there was also a conflict between control
and freedom. Here I found my inspiration for making ‘HONDS’. The main theme I wanted to examine
was the meaning and possibilities of control. During the writing and filming of ‘HONDS’ I myself was
dealing with great uncertainties in life. Because of a previous illness my kidneys stopped working, and
I either needed dialysis or have a transplant. This was caused by a recurring autoimmune disease that
I’ve been dealing with since I was 19 years old. My illness always gave me a strong sense of ‘not
having control’ and also made me reluctant in taking it. Strangely enough, I always felt much freedom
during the moments in which I was so sick that I needed to hand over all control. Being very sick, lying
in a hospital bed, having to surrender to the knowledge of the doctors; something that was completely
out of my hands.The reflection between humans and dogs was an interesting starting point for me to
further explore this topic of control. Dogs follow their instinct; they react without thinking or controlling
their behaviour. They see, feel and act. We admire them for it and see them as free creatures. On the
other hand they are the ones that need to adjust and live by our rules; in The Netherlands there are no
dogs roaming free and they are solely restricted to being humans' best friend. Subsequently, we are
their bosses. We love them, nurture them and take care of them and are responsible for them.
Through long, observing shots I wanted to show the complicated relationship that arises between
humans and dogs because of it. In seeing people struggle with their dogs, I want to show it is actually
not the lack of control over the dog, but the powerlessness in people’s own lives which becomes
visible. Too what extent can we develop the control what we are looking for? And do we actually need
to? In ‘HONDS’ I hope to make it palpable that dogs live under our conditions, always needing to
adjust to our world, but also show the arising question that maybe we, as humans, should actually
adjust and become more dog-like to gain some of that control, and therefore freedom, that we are
looking for.
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